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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

Woody material is deeply involved in the human lives as an essential material such as for 

food, clothing and shelter, and has been used as target raw material for housing and 

furniture. During this half-century, the development in wood-based materials has been 

made particularly in the production technology. In recent years, there has been an 

increasing trend toward developing technologies in which renewable materials are used as 

replacements for non-renewable materials. We have become aware of the need to utilize 

resources in a sustainable manner. The initial concept for this was taken from the idea of 

sustainable yield as applied in forestry. The declining wood supply has led to innovations 

in the use of all parts of the wood resource with the goal of reducing and even eliminating 

wood waste. Wood waste materials such as flakes, particles, sawdust, and planer shavings, 

which are common residues from the furniture industry, can be utilized to manufacture 

many composite wood panels.  

The industry of particleboard, one of wood-based panel products, in Japan has been 

developed since the 1960s using plywood mill residues as the main raw material. However, 

domestic plywood production has decreased from 8 million m³ in 1980 to 3 million m³ in 

2000 (Suzuki, 2005). Procuring raw materials has become a main problem in the 

particleboard industry in terms of maintaining and expanding production, because such 

wood waste is not sufficient (Suzuki et al., 1994). In the 1990s, recycled wood generated 

from demolition and construction was used to supplement the shortage of plywood 

residues (Arima, 1994). About 20% of particleboard production in Japan was generated 
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using wood from demolition sources in 1992 (Suzuki, 1995), and the use of recycled wood 

in the industry accounted for 80% of total production in 2010. Recently, the potential use 

of raw material from mill residues includes all types of residues from domestic and 

imported resources which contain high-density wood species. High-density hardwood 

species is not suitable for panel production because of some reasons related to its 

manufacture and the final products performance. 

Besides procuring raw materials, there are three main issues related to mat forming 

of wood-based panel development, as noted by Suzuki (2004, 2005). The first is increasing 

production capacity. It is caused by the population growth, demand on wood products, and 

human lifestyle. People need wood products for housing, furniture and structural uses. 

Diversification of raw materials for wood panel as mentioned above also promotes the 

increasing of production capacity. The second issue is the development of continuous 

pressing. Continuous press was developed to solve the problem during product 

manufacture related to time and energy consuming during hot pressing process. Initially, 

four types of press (Kusters Press, Hydro-Dyn, Conti-Roll continuous press, Conti-Panel 

System) have been developed (Suzuki, 2005). It was also reported that in 1952, Bartrev 

developed a continuous pressing with rotating hot platen but it was failed. In 1970, Bison 

developed continuous pressing but it was not success too. In 1975 Kusters used roller 

chains, but there were still some problem. However, the first continuous press (Kusters 

press) was successfully installed for commercial production in 1977. The development of 

continuous press was also successful since 1982 when Siempelkamp developed rotating 

rod system (Anonymous, 2003). Recently, the continuous press holds the most important 

role in technological development.  

The third issue is heat transfer which is related to the condition of mat-formed 

panel during hot pressing. The phenomena related to heat and mass transfer is still like a 
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black-box. What really happens during hot pressing is still one of issues in mat forming of 

wood-based panel development and is still an active area of research. Information about 

heat transfer mechanism is important to improving the understanding of the pressing 

process. Such understanding is necessary for optimization of existing production process 

and for the development of new techniques for wood-based panel production. Determining 

the heat and mass transfer in a mat-formed panel during hot pressing, i.e. the temperature 

and vapor pressure changes, is thought to facilitate a better understanding on physical 

phenomena during pressing. Hence, this information can contribute to the improvement of 

board quality and productivity. For the future, a higher feeding rate and a shortening of 

heating times, are important in development of pressing process. This can be made 

possible by advances in pressing, heating and gluing technology. 

In this study, the potential use of mill residues from wood industry or demolition 

source was investigated, concerning the characteristics of raw material for mat-formed 

panel production. Since the heat and mat transfer during hot pressing affect the final 

product performance, it is also necessary to investigate those behaviors by monitoring the 

transient temperature and vapor pressure inside the mat during hot pressing. Bolton et al 

(1989) noted that the temperature and vapor pressure in the mats during hot pressing varies 

through the thickness and width of the mats. However, in this study, the monitoring was 

conducted mainly at the center of the mat-formed panel. This is based on some reasons 

that the mat center is more representative for monitoring heat and mass transfer for 

laboratory-scale press equipment. The mat center has the highest core temperature and gas 

pressure during hot pressing (Garcia et al. 2001; 2003; Pichelin et al. 2001). Moreover, the 

physical phenomena in the mat center have main effect on bonding performance. The 

direct measurement of temperature and vapor pressure inside the mat-formed panel during 
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hot pressing becomes common practice in industry with the introduction of PressMAN 

monitoring system.  

 

1.2 Objectives of the study 

This study was aimed to investigate the possibility to utilize mill residues from wood 

industry for mat-formed panel manufacture in various furnish types, particle geometry, 

wood species and quality. Utilization low quality raw material from high-density wood 

species and recycled-wood particles was applied to determine the effects of their 

characteristics in wood-based panel production. Moreover, the physical phenomena related 

to heat and mass transfer was also investigated to know what really happens inside the 

mats during hot pressing. Various manufacturing conditions were applied in order to 

confirm their effects on hot pressing behavior and thus panel properties.  

The specific objectives of this study were: (1) to examine the effect of furnish 

characteristics on panel production and to evaluate the effect of mixing several types of 

furnish on board performance, (2) to characterize the temperature and vapor pressure 

behaviors inside the mat panels during hot pressing as the effects of manufacturing 

parameters, and (3) to determine the quantitative relationship between temperature and 

vapor pressure behaviors inside the mat-formed panel during pressing. General outcomes 

of this study are to be expected to develop information on the utilization of mill residues 

and demolition wood as raw material for panel production, to achieve a better 

understanding on physical phenomena related to heat and mass transfer during hot pressing, 

and to have some consideration related to manufacturing conditions for optimizing process, 

productivity and board properties.  
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1.3 Structure of the thesis 

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 presents general introduction, background 

and objectives of the study. It also contains issue related to procurement of raw material 

and mat forming of wood-based panel development.  

Chapter 2 deals with literature review of the research subject. It covers 

manufacturing parameters in wood-based panels production, their effects on panel 

performance, and physical phenomena during processing. It includes previous study 

carried out on mat-formed conditions related to heat and mass transfer, their mechanism 

and influence on final product properties. 

Chapter 3 describes the basic information on how raw materials affect the 

properties of mat-formed panels. The effect of furnish characteristics that contain high-

density raw material on properties of particleboard panel was studied. Enhanced properties 

of particleboard made from low quality raw materials was examined by combining it with 

higher quality particles. Mixing of several furnish type was applied as alternative to make 

a new type of furnish.  

Chapter 4 discusses the physical phenomena inside the mat of wood-based panel 

during hot pressing as the effect of manufacturing conditions. Some manufacturing 

parameters such as furnish type, mat moisture content, density and press temperature were 

applied in this study. The temperature behavior inside the mats during hot pressing was 

characterized and evaluated.  

Chapter 5 presents quantitative relationship between the temperature and vapor 

pressure behaviors inside the mat-formed panel during hot pressing. Such indicators to 

characterize both temperature and vapor pressure behaviors were also introduced. 

Furthermore, the effect of those behaviors on panel properties was also evaluated.  

Chapter 6 provides the general conclusion of the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Parameters in wood-based panel production 

The final properties of wood-based products depend on the parameters during its 

manufacturing. According to Kelly (1977), there are some parameters in wood-based panel 

production, such as resin efficiency, adhesive type and level, furnish and pressing 

conditions. These parameters can be divided into three groups as main factors affecting 

panel properties. Those are factors related to the raw materials, adhesive or resin used and 

manufacturing process. These parameters will make boards to achieve its final properties 

during hot pressing. Hot pressing will promote the rate and degree of adhesive curing, 

vertical density and bond quality (Wong et al., 1998). In other hand it will affect energy 

consumption, manufacturing cost and productivity (Kamke and Casey, 1988; Cai et al., 

2004). 

 

2.1.1 Resin type and its level 

Frequently used resins for particleboard are formaldehyde based synthetic resin such as 

urea formaldehyde (UF), melamine formaldehyde (MF) and phenol formaldehyde (PF), 

while UF is the most used. Another synthetic resin used is isocyanate-based resin such as 

methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI). Among those, UF resin is used mainly for interior 

panels due to its low cost (Moslemi, 1974; Maloney, 1993), but it is not suitable for use in 

high moisture conditions. In such case, MF resin is mixed with UF resin to improve the 

panel performance for interior use, but it is not sufficient for exterior purpose (Moslemi, 
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1974). Highly water resistant PF and MDI resins are suitable for exterior use and high 

moisture conditions (Maloney, 1993).  

The type and amount of resin used depends on the products desired and they will 

affect the properties of panel products. Kelly (1977) noted that for all resin types, 

mechanical properties such as modulus of rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (MOE), 

and internal bond (IB) increase with higher resin levels. Suzuki and Yamada (1998) also 

reported that the higher resin content resulted in higher bending properties of the board 

using PF resin. Resin content based on oven-dry weight of particles can range between 4 to 

10 percent, but usually 6 to 9 percent for UF-bonded (Stark et al., 2010). Higher amount of 

resin lead to higher strength but also higher cost. Increased resin solids yield stronger and 

more stable boards (Bowyer et al., 2003).  

 

2.1.2 Furnish characteristics 

The quality of furnish materials in panel manufacture is one of the important aspects. It 

related to wood species and its inherent properties such as density, acidity, extractive 

content and machinability (Kelly, 1977). One of the factors affecting the properties of 

particleboard is wood species. It related to commercially specified wood: softwoods and 

hardwoods, fiber structure, density, hardness and compressibility (Kollmann, et al., 1975). 

Every wood species has its own properties related to wood structure, anatomy and 

chemical constituents. Wood structure and anatomy affect its physical and mechanical 

properties either solid or particle form.  

The most important wood property in particleboard production is wood specific 

gravity or density. The density or specific gravity is an important factor in determining 

which species are used in the manufacture of composition board products, where lower 

density woods will produce boards with strength properties superior to higher density 
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species (Maloney, 1993). The lower density species are preferred, the medium density 

species are used if available at good price and the highest density wood is avoided 

(Bowyer et al., 2003). Moslemi (1974) and Maloney (1993) determined that with 

decreasing density of raw materials and increasing compaction ratio, the bending strength 

increases as well. This is because lighter-weight wood has more particles in the mat, 

require higher pressure for densification and will achieve better inter-particle contact. 

Other species characteristics that influence particleboard properties are extractives, the pH 

and the buffering capacity, where high extractive content will cause problems in 

developing proper cure of the resin and blows in the board (Bowyer et al., 2003). 

Discussion on furnish characteristic has been developed since the early period of 

wood-based panel production. It has become one of key factors in manufacturing wood-

based panels, besides resin and processing parameters. The ideal particle for strength and 

dimensional stability is a thin flake of uniform thickness with a high slenderness ratio 

(length to thickness ratio) (Bowyer et al. 2003; Stark et al., 2010). Flexural properties 

generally increase with increasing slenderness ratio, but decrease with increasing aspect 

ratio (length to width ratio) (Sackey et al., 2008). Very small particles increase particle 

surface area and thus increase resin requirements. Particle size and shape strongly 

influence the availability of particle surface for gluing (Kollmann et al., 1975), mechanical 

properties, appearance and machinability of particleboard (Sackey et al., 2008). Mottet 

(1967) in Nemli (2003) noted that small particles decreased the static bending properties. 

Properties of composite materials can be modified by changing the size and geometry of 

the elements and by combining, reorganizing, or stratifying elements (Hermawan et al., 

2009; Stark et al., 2010).  
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2.1.3 Pressing conditions 

Wood-based panel manufacturing process includes particle preparation, particle 

classification and drying, adhesive application, mat formation, pressing and finishing 

(Stark et al., 2010). The mat formation is important, since the structure of the final board 

can be controlled at this stage (Berglund and Rowell, 2005). In mat-formed panel 

manufacture, hot pressing plays an important role in overall particleboard performance. It 

provides the thermal energy and mechanical force of compression to consolidate the mat 

(Kamke, 2004). There are some pressing conditions that affect board properties such as 

mat moisture content, press closing rate, press time, temperature and pressure (Kelly, 

1977). Cai et al. (2009) also reported that several parameters affect hot pressing, such as 

press temperature, mat moisture content, press-closing speed and resin characteristics. 

These parameters affect the rate and degree of adhesive cure, the density gradient, bond 

quality and, consequently, the physical and mechanical properties of the board (Kamke 

and Casey, 1988b). Additionally, these parameters influence energy consumption and 

manufacturing cost. 

Kelly (1977) noted that temperature is an important factor to control the resin 

reactivity, where the combination of longer in press time and higher in press temperature 

result in more completely the resin to cure. Maku et al. (1959) stated that higher press 

temperature can accelerate the temperature rising and drying in the mat center and hence 

press-cycle can be shortened. Kamke and Casey (1988b) reported that a greater rate of 

temperature rise and maximum gas pressure is resulted from a greater press temperature. 

Sekino and Irle (1996) reported that increasing press time and temperature reduced particle 

hygroscopicity and increased particle acidity. Suzuki and Yamada (1998) stated that higher 

press temperature increases bending properties and decreases thickness swell, however the 

effect on IB was not observed.  
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The furnish material, such as wood species and particle type, is known as a factor 

influencing board performance. Particle type also determines mat structure and the 

temperature behavior inside the mats during hot pressing. The porous structure of the mat 

panels is necessary to understand the heat and mass transfer inside the mat panels, as water 

vapor flows through the panels and influences the rate of vertical and horizontal mass 

transfer (Zombori et al., 2003; Kamke, 2004). They also stated that a substantial change in 

mat structure, such as in its physical properties, affects the heat and mass transfer rates. 

Hata et al. (1993) reported that particle length and thickness have an influence on the 

temperature rises inside the mats during hot pressing. 

The moisture content of the mats plays an important role during the hot pressing 

stage. Mat moisture content is one of the most important factors that affect heat transfer in 

the mat, and the rate of heat penetration into the mat determines press time, which is 

critical for productivity (Cai et al., 2006). Heebink et al. (1972) reported that the optimum 

moisture content of the mat is 10 – 12% for mats with uniform distributions. Lower mat 

MC will result a weak inter-particle bonding, while a higher mat MC needs longer press 

time. However, Maku et al. (1959) found that higher moisture content in surface layer will 

reduce the total press time. The increasing of mat moisture content resulted in higher 

internal bonding strength (Park et al., 1999; Garcia and Cloutier, 2005). Pichelin et al. 

(2001) stated that a higher mat moisture content and longer press closing time will result a 

better plasticization of core layer. Dai and Wang (2004) noted that the combination of high 

temperature, moisture content and time occasionally lead to excess gas pressure inside the 

mat and cause a blow upon press opening. Some studies have been conducted for 

preventing this blow during particleboard production (Korai et al., 2011; Korai and 

Saotome, 2013). 
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2.2 Physical phenomena during hot pressing   

2.2.1 Hot pressing process and factors involved 

Hot pressing process is complex and involves heat and mass transfer inside the mat of the 

panels, resin curing and mat consolidation. During this process, heat is transferred from the 

hot platens to the mat surfaces by conduction (Kamke, 2004; Zombori et al., 2003). Then, 

the moisture at the mat surface vaporizes and generates vapor pressure with increasing 

temperature. The vapor flows vertically and transfers the heat from the surface to the 

center of the mat panels. After the temperature of the mat center reaches the local boiling 

point of water (100°C), water vaporization accelerates and the increased pressure makes 

the vapor flow horizontally to the edges of the mat panels.  

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Mechanism involved during the hot pressing of wood-based panel, their interaction and 
influence on product performance (Bolton & Humphrey, 1988; Suzuki, 2004) 

 

Concerning the mechanism during hot pressing, Bolton and Humphrey (1988) 

explained factors involved in this process and their interaction (Fig. 2.1). In this operation 

a number of factors are involved related not only with the material itself but also the 

operating conditions. Three main processes are involved in hot pressing, which are heat 

and mass transfer, glue-bond development and rheological behavior. Heat and mass 
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transfer are physical processes that interact with mechanical process of the platen pressure 

and chemical process of the adhesive. The heat and mass transfer during hot pressing is 

very important since it is the initial operation to influence the other process. When the 

temperature increases, the vapor pressure changes, the moisture content also changes. The 

temperature change is influenced by mat moisture content and the latent heat of 

vaporization affects the temperature rise and because of temperature change, resin starts to 

cure. It will develop the glue-bond strength. When the temperature increases and the 

platens exert compressive forces onto the mat, it causes reduction of voids and 

compression deformation in wood constituents. This is called rheological behavior. 

Densification of the mat will also promote a better inter-particle bonding of the wood 

furnish. Therefore, the compression behavior of the mat is also critical during the mat-

formed panel manufacture (Dai and Steiner, 1993).  

 

2.2.2 Heat and mass transfer mechanism inside the mat 

The general concepts related to the heat and mass transfer during hot pressing of wood-

based panels have been considered by several scientists (Maku et al., 1959; Bolton and 

Humphrey, 1988; Sekino and Irle, 1996; Wu et al., 2006). The terms of heat and mass in 

this discussion are associated with the transient temperature and moisture to vapor change 

inside the mat of wood-based panel caused by hot pressing process. Hence the researches 

were conducted by investigating the temperature and vapor pressure behaviors. In the 

mechanism of heat and mass transfer, the conduction is one of more important 

mechanisms of heat transfer in the hot pressing, mostly in batch pressing. Heat is 

transferred through the mat and used to resin polymerization and remove bound water. 

Convection occurs because of vaporization of moisture, increasing the water vapor 

pressure. Vapor pressure causes a convective flux towards mat center. The gaseous phase 
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is transferred by convection due to a gas pressure gradient and the vapor is transferred by 

diffusion. Convective gas flow is the predominant mass transfer mechanisms during hot 

pressing (Thoemen & Humphrey, 2006). Diffusion is a slow process and often considered 

negligible by some authors (Carvalho et al., 2003; Zombori et al., 2003). 

The term permeability appears to be the most important factor that influences the 

heat and mass transfer inside the mats. The permeability of the mats is strongly related to 

the porous structure. It has critical effect on hot pressing process since it become the way 

for the vapor generated inside the mats to move (Humphrey, 1991). Information of internal 

mat structure change is important to understand the mechanism of heat and mass transfer 

and internal bonding strength development (Dai and Steiner, 1993). Several studies were 

conducted related to the influence of mat permeability on hot pressing process of wood-

based panels manufacture (Kamke and Casey, 1988a; Garcia et al., 2001, 2003; Zombori et 

al., 2003; Dai et al. 2004). Humphrey and Bolton (1989) stated that the reduction of void 

volume and wood densification during pressing strongly affect the heat and mass transfer. 

Garcia et al. (2003) reported that vertical and horizontal permeability has influence on 

temperature and gas pressure behaviors. Moreover, the change of physical properties in 

mat structure will affect the rate of heat and mass transfer (Zombori et al., 2003).  

 

2.3 Studies on heat and mass transfer in mat-formed panel production 

2.3.1 Studies on direct measurement of transient temperature and vapor pressure 

One of among the first study concerning heat transfer during hot pressing was conducted 

by Maku et al. (1959) on determining the temperature change during pressing with 

different controlled furnish and initial moisture content. Thermocouples located at various 

points through the mat thickness with press temperature of 135 °C. However, this study 

was unrealistically long (up to 60 h). In a part of their study related to particleboard 
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hygroscopicity, Sekino and Irle (1996) investigated the temperature change inside the mats 

pressed for various fixed press time and temperature. Hata et al. (1989) and Wu et al. 

(2006) studied the temperature behavior during hot pressing of particle mats in various 

densities, mat moisture content and mat thickness. They used core temperature of mats as a 

function of time and found that mat moisture content affects the time of core temperature 

to reach 100°C. Hata et al. (1993) also studied temperature behavior of particleboard with 

different particle geometry related to steam-injection press.  

Dai (2004) conducted hot pressing tests using resinated furnish mats to reveal the 

hot pressing behavior and make composite panels. They made panels using UF resin from 

straw and wood particles in different particle size, and compared their temperature 

behavior. They found that the mat permeability affected the temperature change. Lower 

permeability leads to slower convection heat flow from surface to core, and less lateral 

gas/steam escape to the atmosphere and thus less heat loss, which can result in higher end 

temperature inside the mat. He stated the higher core gas pressure can cause delamination 

in the panel upon press opening. Therefore, the degassing or decompression period should 

be prolonged. 

Concerning the study on vapor pressure, Kamke & Casey (1988a, 1988b) 

conducted research by manufacturing flakeboard from yellow poplar with mat MC of 6 

and 15%, platen temperature of 154 and 190 °C, 12 min pressing time and using phenol 

formaldehyde resin. That paper presented a technique for measuring local gas pressure and 

temperature during flakeboard manufacture. It was reported that the temperature rise and 

internal gas pressure was affected by the mat MC, platen temperature and press closing 

time. Kamke and Casey (1988a) also noted that the larger flakes-type particle would yield 

a mat with a greater edgewise permeability which promotes the development of lower 

pressure steam and slower rate of convective heat transfer to the core, particularly with a 
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long press closing time. Moreover, wide and thin particles such as strands are able to align 

themselves in a planer orientation, thus creating strong resistance to glass flow, while thick 

particles promote gaps at their edges where particle overlap. Particles with a large aspect 

ratio (length/width) are able to bridge gaps and contribute to compression resistance as a 

result of bending (Kamke, 2004). 

Pichelin et al. (2001) used strands of Pinus maritimus to manufacture laboratory 

panel with 12 % of tannin formaldehyde adhesive. The effects of mat MC, press closing 

times and press temperature on temperature rise and vapor pressure were observed. They 

reported that for long press closing times, the mat MC has positive effect on heating rate 

and but leads to high vapor pressure in the core layer. Garcia et al. (2001) studied the 

effects of mat structure and density on temperature and vapor pressure during hot pressing 

of flakeboard. They manufactured flakeboard from poplar without resin with press 

temperature of 180 °C during 10 min and 9 % mat MC.  It was found the effects of density 

and flake alignment to the mat permeability and hence the core temperature and vapor 

pressure behaviors. Garcia and Cloutier (2005) characterized the heat and mass transfer in 

MDF panels as a function of press closing strategy, density and mat MC. They found that 

the research parameters affect maximum temperature and vapor pressure inside the mats.  

The aforementioned researches investigated the transient temperature and vapor 

pressure in several point of the board. However, monitoring of transient temperature and 

vapor pressure at the center of mat panel is more important since the mat center has the 

highest core temperature and gas pressure during hot pressing and is more representative in 

the application for laboratory-scale press equipment (small size). Moreover, the physical 

phenomena in the mat center have main effect on bonding performance. The direct 

measurement of temperature and vapor pressure inside the mat-formed panel during hot 
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pressing becomes common practice in industry with the introduction of PressMAN mat 

monitoring system.  

 

2.3.2 Studies on computer simulation models 

Simulation model on the study of heat and mass transfer during wood-based panels hot 

pressing have been conducted by several researchers to develop pressing strategies in order 

to manipulate the final products performance (Dai and Yu, 2004). This was done by some 

computer simulation based on mathematical models. Based on the direct measurement of 

temperature and vapor pressure, Kamke and Wolcott (1991) made a heat and mass transfer 

model to predict the relative vapor pressure, moisture content and temperature in a 

flakeboard mat during hot pressing. Carvalho and Costa (1998) studied a mathematical 

model that describes three dimensional unsteady state of heat and mass transfer model 

during hot pressing of MDF panel. Furthermore, Carvalho et al. (2003) used experimental 

data from company and made simulation to predict temperature behavior, moisture content, 

and gas pressure of batch manufactured MDF.  Garcia et al. (2003) used aspen flake to 

make board with mat MC of 10%, press temperature of 180 °C and no resin was applied. It 

was found that the mat edges have the lower temperature and pressure than the interior. 

The study also showed that flake alignment affected the gradient of horizontal temperature 

and pressure distribution.  

Dai and Yu (2004) made a physical and mathematical model which describes the 

coupled physical phenomenon such as mass and energy conservation, momentum of gas 

flow, thermodynamics and kinetics of resin curing. Thoemen and Humphrey (2006) 

studied temperature and gas pressure measured at different position, compared with model 

predictions. It was shown that the simulated temperature and gas pressure curve somewhat 
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underestimate the measured values. They stated that the critical of using hot pressing 

model is the availability of appropriate material property input data.  
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CHAPTER 3 

EFFECT OF FURNISH CHARACTERISTIC ON PROPERTIES OF MAT-

FORMED PANELS 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In the discussion on the effects of manufacturing parameters of wood-based panels, furnish 

type is one of the most prominent factors which affects the board properties. When small 

log were used, shape of the particle could be designed in some extent, however the shape 

and configuration of furnish are now strongly depended on the origin of raw material. 

Since the decreasing of raw material supply from the residues of plywood industry, there is 

some possibility to utilize other kind of wood residues from industry. Utilization of 

residues from demolition source is also an alternative to fulfil the increasing demand of 

raw material for panel production. Many of wood industries in Japan utilize domestic raw 

material and imported from other countries, which includes hardwood and softwood 

species. Consequently, the residues consist of many type of wood waste related to wood 

species and its shape and size. Therefore, for use as raw material to manufacture mat-

formed panels, it is needed to investigate the characteristics of various raw materials on the 

properties of the products.  

The residues generated in the furniture industry have not yet been used for panel 

production due to that those contain high-density hardwood, which is not considered 

suitable as a raw material in panel production (Kelly, 1977). The density or specific 

gravity is an important factor in determining which species are used in the manufacture of 

composition board products, where lower density woods will produce boards with strength 

properties superior to higher density species (Maloney, 1993). Moslemi (1974) and 

Maloney (1993) explained the negative effects of high-density raw materials on the 
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mechanical properties of particleboard. Hoover et al. (1985) studied the manufacture of 

flakeboard using several hardwood species with specific gravity under 0.6. A study by 

Setunge et al. (2009) showed that 100% utilization of hardwood residues is feasible for 

particleboard production. However, they stated that the product has not been possible to 

achieve a quality comparable to that of softwood particleboard. Moreover, Gamage et al. 

(2009) also reported that hardwood particleboard had better mechanical and physical 

properties when the surface resin content and pressing times were higher. This indicates 

that pressing condition is also important in the production of particleboard from high-

density raw materials.  

This study discussed the basic information on how raw material affects the 

properties of mat-formed panels. Several kinds of raw materials from different sources, 

wood species and particle geometries are used to discuss the effect of furnish type. One 

hardwood and two softwood species were selected as raw materials in this work. Matoa, 

one of high-density hardwood species, which has specific gravity of about 0.8 

(Martawijaya et al., 1981), has the potential to be used as a raw material for particleboard 

production. To minimize the negative effects of high-density particles, particleboard needs 

to be produced by combining with low-density and high-quality particles from softwood 

species. Japanese cedar, sugi, a typical domestic timber in Japan, and Douglas-fir, one of 

the most imported species from North America, were used for comparison and 

combination. Besides the density of wood species, the shape and size of particles can also 

affect particleboard quality. Moslemi (1974) stated that the performance of particleboard is 

a reflection of particle characteristics. Both the slenderness ratio (length/thickness) and the 

flatness ratio (width/thickness) of particles are important. Hammer-milling, which 

produces relatively low-quality particles compared with the commonly used knife-ring 

flaking operation, was used to fabricate laboratory-scale boards. Planer shavings were also 
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used to get a better understanding on how particle geometry affects the panel properties. 

The main purposes of this study were to examine the effect of furnish type on the 

properties of mat-formed panels.  

As the respect to environmental issues, manufacturing of wood products should 

minimize or even eliminate materials which are non-environmentally friendly. Non-

environmentally friendly products can be mentioned as products that can cause emissions 

to the environment. Currently, biodegradable polymers, bio-based materials and 

composites have become an area of focus in developing environmentally friendly products 

(Kim et al., 2009). As the utilization of formaldehyde-based adhesive in panel production 

which may cause sick house syndrome and disadvantages to the environment, it motivates 

the producer to minimize or change this type of adhesive with non-formaldehyde-based 

resins. The practical use of methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) resin is increasing 

because of this issue (Kojima et al., 2010). Advantages of this resin are faster press cycles 

or rapid polymerization, to be tolerant of higher moisture content in the furnish up to 22% 

MC (Frihart, 2005; Gruver et al., 2008), possible to achieve equivalent IB strength using a 

considerably lower dosage compared with that required in PF boards and more stable than 

PF boards for the same resin content level (Kojima et al., 2009; Kojima et al., 2010). 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Furnish preparation 

Wood wastes from matoa (Pometia pinnata), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) 

Franco), and sugi (Cryptomeria japonica) were used as raw materials to manufacture 

experimental particleboard. The species and furnish types for the fabrication of boards are 

listed in Table 3.1. The raw materials of M, Mt, D and S board were first chipped 

employing a hammer mill and screened using a sieve of 4-mm mesh to remove the larger 
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particles. Mt board was produced from hammer-milled particles obtained from matoa slabs 

(trimmed) in a commercial mill, which possibly contain low quality parts such as pith, 

compression failure and some decay. Ms and Ds board were produced from matoa and 

Douglas-fir planer shavings, respectively. 

To obtain a relatively high-quality particle for comparison, Douglas-fir lumbers 

were waferized by a disk flaker and then hammer milled to reduce the particle size (Dk 

board). C1 board comprised of M-, D- and S-type particles, whereas C2 board was 

composed of the particles used in M and D board with the same proportion of each particle 

type. C3 board used five types of furnish containing two shavings (Ms- and Ds-type 

particles); hence, this type of board simulated a particleboard made from all the wood 

residues produced in the furniture and sawmill industry. As for reference, Fig. 3.1 provides 

representatives of furnish type used in this study. Particles were dried in a laboratory dry 

kiln at 60ºC to a final moisture content of around 10%. The particle-size distribution of 

each furnish type was determined with a sieve shaker into six different size classes as 

shown in Table 3.2. The dimensions (length, width, and thickness) of 300 randomly 

selected particles of representative particles type (M-, D- and Dk-type) were measured 

manually using calipers for determining its slenderness and aspect ratio. 

 

3.2.2 Panel manufacture 

Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) adhesive, (Cosmonate M-201W, Mitsui Chemical 

Co. Ltd.), was applied in a rotating drum blender fitted with a pneumatic spray gun 

(Kojima et al., 2011). MDI was applied at 6% based on oven dry weight. The mat moisture 

content before pressing was controlled to be approximately 12%. Particle mats were 

created manually without orientation. Seven board type and three mixed boards were 

manufactured for experimental mat-formed panel with three replications. The dimensions 
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of board were 320 × 340 × 10 mm. The target density of pressed board was 0.72 g/cm³. 

The mat was hot pressed with a hot press machine (Model SQ-101, Meiki Co. Ltd.) for 5 

minutes at a press temperature of 180 ºC and an initial pressure of 3 MPa. After pressing, 

the edges of the pressed panels were trimmed to the final size of 280 × 280 mm and then 

the actual board density was measured. The board density ranged from 0.69 to 0.72 g/cm³ 

(Table 3.3). 

 

3.2.3 Testing methods 

The testing included non-destructive evaluation to investigate the mechanical properties of 

the panels. The measurement of dynamic Young’s modulus (Ed) and dynamic modulus of 

rigidity (Gd) applied to boards measuring 280 × 280 mm, using an FFT analyzer (SA-78, 

Rion Co. Ltd.). The measurement of flat-wise bending (E1) was applied to boards 

measuring 280 × 50 mm. Furthermore, physical and mechanical properties of the boards 

were determined according to Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) A-5908 (JIS, 2003). The 

properties evaluated were the modulus of elasticity (MOE) and modulus of rupture (MOR) 

in static bending and the internal bond strength (IB). Six specimens of each board type 

measuring 280 × 50 mm were used for bending test, whereas seven specimens of each 

board type measuring 50 × 50 mm were used for IB test. Three samples were selected 

randomly for the linear expansion test. Linear expansion (LE) measurement was conducted 

to evaluate the dimensional stability in the plane direction. The measurement was done 

according to Suzuki and Miyamoto (1998), Miyamoto et al. (2002) and ASTM D-1037 

(ASTM, 1999). Prior to testing, all specimens measuring 280 × 50 mm were conditioned 

in climate chamber having temperature of 60ºC for 22 h to have a constant moisture 

conditions and initial dimensions. Linear expansion of the samples was measured using a 

dial gauge comparator (ASTM, 1999) at intervals during treatment under humid conditions 
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at 40°C and 90 % RH for 120 h, then followed by dry conditions at 60°C for 120 h 

(Sumardi et al., 2008). Estimation of the properties for C1, C2 and C3 was calculated 

based on the weight proportion of each constituent. Thickness swelling (TS) test consisted 

of immersion in water at 20°C during 24 hours. Four specimens with dimension of 50 × 50 

mm were used. Vertical density profiles (VDP) of the specimens were also measured using 

a commercial density profiler (DA-X; GreCon) based on an X-ray system. Specimens with 

dimensions of 50 × 50 mm were used. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Particle Classification 

Sieve screen weight data analysis was used to characterize the shape of particles, as 

previously performed by Sackey and Smith (2009). The mean weight percentage of each 

particle size is shown in Table 3.2. For each type of particle, the largest mass fraction was 

collected in the 10-mesh sieve, which had an opening of 2.0 mm. M-board type particles 

were mainly distributed in three fractions: 15% in the 5(+) sieve, 64% in the 10(+) sieve, 

and 16% in the 20(+) sieve. These three fractions constituted 95% of M-board type 

particles screened. Approximately 90% of Dk-board particles were in two fractions, the 

5(+) and 10(+) sieves. There were no large differences in the ratios between M- and Mt-

board particles, which originated from the same source. This implies that both M- and Mt-

type particles have the same shape and size, because those were obtained from hammer-

milling operation. Approximately 80% of M- and Mt-type particles were distributed in 10-

mesh size, while only about 55% of Ms-type particles were. The amount of Ms-type 

particles in 20-mesh to 40-mesh were higher than M- and Mt-type particles. It indicates 

that Ms-type consisted of higher amount of small size particles than the other types. 

Among the seven particle types, Ms-type particles were distributed more widely in these 
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fractions. About 5% was collected on the 40-mesh screen and 6% passed through the 40 

mesh. The slenderness ratio of M-, D-, and Dk-type particles were 13, 14, and 40, 

respectively, whereas those aspect ratio were 7, 7, and 9, respectively. 

 

3.3.2 Mechanical properties of the samples 

The mechanical properties evaluations included a non-destructive evaluation (NDE) to 

predict the elastic and plate shear modulus of the panels. As presented in Table 3.3, matoa 

particleboard had bending properties which meet the minimum requirement of JIS standard 

A 5908 (JIS, 2003) except for the MOE of Ms board. The value of Ed and E1 as NDE test 

for evaluating bending properties were generally higher than that of static MOE. The Ed 

values were higher than the MOE values of maximum 8%. In mass panel production, the 

NDE technique can be a useful method for quickly estimating the panel performance 

without damage the specimens. 

The MOE for M and Mt boards met the requirement for JIS 8-type, while Ms board 

did not. This implies that particle type influenced MOE. The mean of MOR for M and Mt 

boards met the requirement for 13-type, but for Ms board met the requirement for 8-type. 

Furthermore, Fig. 3.2 illustrates the MOR values of the samples. The mean MOR for M 

board was 13.4 MPa under dry air conditions, which meets the requirement for 13-type 

particleboard as specified by JIS A 5908 (JIS, 2003). Because there are several 

disadvantages in using M-type particles, this value was higher than we expected prior to 

board fabrication. It is known that high-density species are not good for particleboard 

production because of the resulting low compaction ratio. Furthermore, particles 

configured using hammer-milling operations do not have good bending properties 

compared with ring-flaked particles. Despite these unfavorable conditions for M-type 

particles, the results indicated that panels made from M-type particles resulted in 
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acceptable bending properties when using MDI resin. Such findings suggest the potential 

of matoa as a raw material for particleboard for use in interior applications. There was no 

significant difference between the MOR for M and that for Mt boards, even though Mt 

board consisted of particles obtained from slabs when lumber was being prepared for 

furniture. 

Comparing the three main raw materials produced by hammer-milling, D and S 

boards had much larger MOR values than those of M-type panels. One of the reasons of 

this finding would be the lower density of conifers. The densities of particles used in M, D, 

and S boards were 0.64 g/cm3, 0.41 g/cm3, and 0.32 g/cm3, respectively, and the 

corresponding compaction ratios were 1.13, 1.76, and 2.25. Maloney (1993) stated that a 

compaction ratio of at least 1.3 is required to produce well-bonded boards. This suggests 

that M board will not achieve good bonding quality compared with D or S boards. There 

was a significant difference between the MORs of M and D boards at the 5% confidence 

level, but no significant difference was found between the MORs of D and S boards. It was 

observed that the MOR in particleboard produced from planer shavings was low, as also 

reported by Heebink et al. (1964) when compared with those from hammer-milled. Based 

on the findings in their study, Jarusombuti et al. (2009) stated that bending properties of 

wood composites are generally related to the density levels. As the density level of the 

specimens were the same, this implies that the increasing MOE and MOR were not solely 

influenced by board density, but strongly affected by particle geometry.  

The particles used in Dk board were flakes created in the laboratory to allow a 

comparison with the other six particle types. As expected, the MOR value of Dk board was 

much higher than those of the other board types, demonstrating how particle shape affects 

the mechanical properties of the panel. It is well known that thin and long particles (i.e., 

strands or flakes) give higher bending properties. The MOR of Dk board was about twice 
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than that of D board, whereas the slenderness ratio of Dk and D-type particles were 40 and 

14, respectively. In this study, we used a hammer-milling operation for particle preparation, 

presuming a lower grade furnish; however, the effect of particle shape was confirmed by a 

comparison with Dk board.  

The MORs of the mixed boards (C1, C2, and C3) were around 15 MPa. From Fig. 

3.2, it can be seen that the mixed boards had higher MOR values than those of made from 

M-type particles. This implies that by mixing with a higher quality particle, the MOR of M 

board can be enhanced. Based on the MOR values of each furnish type, we also estimated 

the MOR values of the mixed boards and compared these estimates with the observed 

MOR values. The observed MORs of mixed boards were similar to the estimated values, 

suggesting that the properties of a mixed particleboard can be determined from the 

properties of each constituent. This is in accordance with the study by Hu et al. (2005), 

which predicted the bending properties of three-layered particleboard using the rule of 

mixture. Moya et al. (2010) also made similar observations in a study to predict the 

bending stiffness of hybrid panels. Based on the statistical analysis using t-test, bending 

strength values of the samples had sufficient values suggesting that such waste material 

can have potential to be used for particleboard manufacture. 

The plate shear modulus or modulus of rigidity is also one variable to determine 

the mechanical properties of wood panels. It indicates the resistance to deformation of the 

board caused by shear stresses. As can be seen in Table 3.3, the averages of Gd values 

were 0.89, 0.82 and 0.82 for M, Mt and Ms boards, respectively. Better quality of raw 

material seemly had significant effect on Gd, since the fact that M board had the best Gd 

value. There was no difference in Gd values between Mt and Ms boards. It was also found 

that Dk board had the highest Gd value of 1.57 MPa. As well as bending properties, knife-
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milled particle resulted in higher Gd values than hammer-milled and planer shavings type 

particles did, respectively. 

 

3.3.3 Internal bond strength 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the effects of particle shape and type on IB strength. The IB strength 

of M board was 1.2 MPa, which was a surprising result. All board types exhibited high IB 

values, exceeding the requirement of 0.3 MPa for 13-type particleboard as specified by JIS 

A 5908 (JIS, 2003). S-board had the largest IB strength value among the six particle types 

from mill residue (M- to Ds-type particles) and was comparable to that of Dk board, with a 

value of 2.0 MPa. One of the reasons for this high IB strength was the high bonding 

performance of the MDI resin used in the experiment (Kojima et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2004). 

It was also found that a resin content of 6% was sufficient to provide the necessary internal 

bond properties for hammer-milled particles.  

It was observed that Dk board particles had higher quality as a furnish in terms of 

IB strength. The differences in IB strength between Dk board particles and other hammer-

milled particle was small compared with the differences in MOR shown in Fig. 3.2. 

Although a particle with a high slenderness ratio, such as a flake, enhances the bending 

properties of the board, it would not necessarily contribute to the enhancement of the 

internal bonding properties. According to a study by Wong et al. (1999), IB strength was 

strongly correlated with core density, where the compaction ratio has an important role in 

producing greater inter-particle contact. This explains why S board had a higher IB 

strength than did D or M board has. 

The results also indicated that the IB quality of the mixed boards was sufficiently 

high when MDI binder was used. The IB strengths of C1, C2, and C3 were 1.6 MPa, 1.3 

MPa, and 1.5 MPa, respectively, which are much larger than the JIS requirement of 0.3 
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MPa. The mean IB strength for the three mixed boards corresponded to the ratio of S-type 

particles, which provided high IB strength to S board. Particle-size mix also more strongly 

influences the IB strength than particle density does (Miyamoto et al., 2002; Sackey et al., 

2008). We also estimated the IB strength of the mixed boards, based on the weight portion 

and IB strength of each constituent, and compared it with the observed IB strengths based 

on the IB strength of each furnish type. The observed IB strength of mixed boards was 

higher than the estimated value, but the difference was not significant. This suggests that 

the properties of mixed PB can be assumed from the properties of each constituent. 

 

3.3.4 Vertical density profile 

Figure 3.4 illustrates density profiles of the samples made from different furnish in terms 

of their effect on mechanical properties of the specimens. These profiles show two peak 

densities in the outer layers of the board, with the lowest density in the core layer. D board 

and S board showed a greater difference in the density profile between the surface and core 

region and had a sharper density gradient in the thickness direction than that of M-board. 

This condition resulted in a higher MOR value for D and S board than that for M board, as 

shown in Fig 3.2. Chen et al. (2010) stated that the density profile is the combined result of 

temperature, moisture content, and pressure gradients in the furnish during pressing. Thus, 

the different wood species used in this study influenced the density profile, with the 

density of raw materials and the particle shape and size affecting the mat compaction and 

heat-transfer velocity during hot pressing. Miyamoto et al. (2002) reported similar results, 

with board density and particle size also affecting the temperature behavior. 

In terms of VDP, the peak and core density are regarded as the dominant factors 

affecting particleboard properties (Wong et al., 1998). The difference between the peak 

density and the core density was 13% for M board, 26% for D board and 20% for S board. 
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This implies that particleboard made from higher density wood species will demonstrate a 

smaller difference in density between the surface and core region than will particleboard 

made from lower density wood species. The peak distance (i.e., the distance between the 

highest density layer and the board surface) was 1.36 mm, 1.06 mm and 1.10 mm for M, D 

and S boards, respectively. This is evidence that D and S boards had a higher MOR than 

did M board. The higher density in the surface layers correspondingly generates greater 

bending strength and greater resistance to absorption and swelling (Kollmann et al., 1975).  

 

3.3.5 Dimensional stability  

Thickness swelling, the change in thickness of the board, is a parameter of dimensional 

stability. Figure 3.5 illustrates the TS value of particleboard from several furnish types. It 

can be seen that seven furnish types resulted particleboard with TS value lower than 12 %, 

as required by JIS (JIS, 2003), whereas TS value of mixed boards (C1, C2, and C3) exceed 

the JIS requirement. The TS values seem conversely with the LE value. There were no 

significant differences among M, Mt, D and S boards, but those were different to Ms, Ds 

and Dk boards. It implies that particle type more influenced TS rather than wood species 

did. Planer shavings and knife-milled particles are thinner than hammer-milled particles. It 

causes to swell greater after 24 h water soaking. That the mixed boards resulted higher TS 

value, it might be due to unstable inter-particles bonding between different wood species 

inside the panel during water soaking that caused the panels easy to swell. 

This study also measured LE because the target board was a thick particleboard 

used directly over a floor heating system, and we were concerned with dimensional 

stability in the linear direction. Medium-density particleboard is allowed to change linearly 

by a maximum of 0.35 percent due to atmospheric changes ranging from 50 to 90% 

relative humidity (RH), as required by ANSI 1999 (Bowyer et al., 2003). Figure 3.6 
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illustrates the LE behavior of particleboard. The figure shows that furnish type affected the 

LE more significantly than wood species did, and planer shavings had the highest value. 

This suggests that particle length and thickness play important roles, as noted by Sackey et 

al. (2011), who reviewed several studies and noted that LE increased with decreasing 

particle length and increasing particle thickness. As reported by Miyamoto et al. (2002), 

the boards with small particles had higher LE. However, our study showed that Dk board 

had a comparable or higher LE value of all the hammer-milled particleboards. This might 

be due to high levels of moisture absorption in the surface of knife-milled board, which led 

to more expansion in the linear direction.  

Figure 3.7 presents the total LE (dLE) for all types of boards tested, where dLE is 

defined as the difference between the LE at 120 h under humid conditions and the LE at 

240 h under dry conditions. Thus, dLE can be considered the ultimate linear dimensional 

change, which would potentially occur under extremely severe conditions. The effect of 

particle type can be determined by comparing dLE values. No large differences among M, 

Mt, and D boards were found, although the use of planer shavings resulted in boards with 

larger LE value. The dLE ratio of Ms board to M board was 1.7, and that of Ds board to D 

board was 1.9. Although Dk board showed better qualities, the dLE value of Dk board 

particles was relatively higher than those recorded for the hammer-milled particle types 

used in M, D and S boards. The reason for this is not clear at this stage, but the result 

demonstrates that different particle shapes and sizes generate different LE values. This is 

in agreement with other studies, which have reported that LE is much more dependent 

upon particle geometry than on density (Kelly, 1977; Cai et al., 2004; Miyamoto et al., 

2002). For M board, the dLE was 0.45%, and the corresponding moisture content change 

(dMC) from the wet condition to the dry condition was 12.3%. Thus, the LE per unit 

moisture change (LE/MC) for M board was 0.033. The moisture change (dMC) for all 
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board types ranged from 11.5% to 12.6%, and the LE/MC of the boards with hammer-

milled particles ranged between 0.030 and 0.040. The mixed boards (C1, C2, and C3) also 

had LE/MC values ranging from 0.030 to 0.040. These values were comparable to or lower 

than those of commercial boards.  

 

3.4 Conclusions 

The increased demands for wood-based panels have led people to find new wood resources. 

Residues from the wooden furniture industry have not yet been optimally used for panel 

production because they consist of a wide range of particle geometries and different wood 

species. In this study, it was used one of hardwood mill residue, matoa, which usually 

avoided for panel production due to its high-density. Low-density softwood species, sugi 

and Douglas-fir, were used for comparison and combination. All possible raw materials 

with various particles shape and size were used for experimental panels. The results can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. Particleboard made from high-density matoa had properties rendering it suitable for 

use in interior applications, although its properties were considered inferior 

compared with the other particleboards. Matoa particleboard had adequate bending 

properties and internal bonding which met the requirement of JIS type-8, except for 

particleboard made from planer shavings. It was known that particle shape and size 

significantly affect the panel properties of matoa. It was generally found that matoa 

mill residue can be an alternative raw material for panel production in the future in 

order to fulfill the social demands for wood products.  

2. Improvement of matoa particleboard could be achieved by mixing with higher 

quality wood particles such as sugi or Douglas-fir particles and by using MDI resin. 

The use of sugi resulted in better quality matoa particleboard compared with use of 
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Douglas-fir in terms of bending properties, internal bond strength, and linear 

expansion. 

3. The furnish type used in this study affected board performance. Particleboard made 

from knife-milled Douglas-fir particles was the best performer in terms of strength 

and linear expansion, but for the same particle size, sugi performed best, followed by 

Douglas-fir and matoa. The use of all residues from the furniture industry resulted in 

particleboard properties that met JIS requirements. 
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Table 3.1 Wood species and furnish type for the laboratory-made particleboards 

Board name Species and furnish type 
M 
Mt 
D 
S 

Ms 
Ds 
Dk 

Matoa; hammer-milled 
Matoa slabs (trimmed); hammer-milled 
Douglas-fir; hammer-milled 
Sugi; hammer-milled 
Matoa; planer shavings 
Douglas-fir; planer shavings 
Douglas-fir; knife-milled 

C1 
C2 
C3 

M, D, and S mixture  
M and D mixture  
M, D, S, Ms and Ds mixture  

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2 Weight percentage of each particle size class (%) 

Furnish type 
Mesh size a 

5 (+) 10 (+) 20 (+) 30 (+) 40 (+) 40 (-) 
M 
D 
S 

Mt 
Ms 
Ds 
Dk 

15.3 
20.6 
34.7 
15.8 
15.1 
37.0 
40.8 

64.0 
56.3 
55.8 
62.3 
40.2 
39.6 
51.3 

15.6 
12.8 
7.7 
15.6 
28.1 
16.2 
6.2 

3.2 
3.7 
1.1 
3.4 
7.8 
4.1 
1.1 

1.6 
3.6 
0.5 
1.9 
4.9 
2.2 
0.5 

0.3 
3.0 
0.2 
1.0 
6.0 
1.0 
0.2 

 

a Mesh size opening: (+) particles retained on the sieve; (-) particles pass through the sieve. 

Each mean is the result of n = 3 sample bags with each bag containing 50 g furnish. 
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Table 3.3 Some properties of particleboards made from different furnish type 

Furnish type 
 Measured variables 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

MC 
(%) 

Ed 
(GPa) 

E1 
(GPa) 

Gd 
(GPa) 

MOE 
(GPa) 

M 
D 
S 

Mt 
Ms 
Ds 
Dk 

0.71 
0.72 
0.70 
0.72 
0.71 
0.69 
0.72 

6.43 
5.57 
4.76 
6.24 
5.97 
5.19 
8.48 

2.32 
2.59 
2.76 
2.11 
2.07 
2.22 
4.08 

2.68 
3.11 
3.35 
2.58 
2.38 
2.70 
5.16 

0.89 
1.02 
1.08 
0.82 
0.82 
0.87 
1.57 

2.15 
2.54 
2.71 
2.12 
1.92 
2.33 
4.56 

JIS 8-type 0.4 – 0.9 5 – 13 2.04 2.04 - 2.04 
 
See Table 3.1 and the text for abbreviations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Representative furnish type used in this study. M: matoa hammer-milled, D: 

Douglas-fir hammer-milled, S: sugi hammer-milled. 
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Fig. 3.2 Modulus of rupture (MOR) of particleboard made from various furnish type and 

wood species. Error bar indicates the standard deviation. 
 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Internal bond (IB) strength of particleboard made from various furnish type and 

wood species. Error bar indicates the standard deviation. 
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Fig. 3.4 Vertical density profiles of particleboards. M: matoa board, D: Douglas-fir board, 

S: sugi board. 
 

 

 

Fig. 3.5 Thickness swelling (TS) of particleboards made from various furnish type and 

wood species. Error bar indicates the standard deviation. 
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Fig. 3.6 Linear expansion (LE) of particleboards made from various furnish type and wood 

species. Treatment under humid conditions of 40°C and 90% RH for 120 h, followed by 

dry conditions of 60°C for 120 h. 
 

 
Fig. 3.7 Total linear expansion of particleboards made from various furnish type and wood 

species. dLE: difference between LE at 120 h under humid conditions and LE under dry 

conditions.  
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CHAPTER 4 

TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR INSIDE THE MAT OF WOOD-BASED 

PANEL DURING HOT PRESSING 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Hot pressing plays an important role in overall particleboard performance. This process is 

complex and involves heat and mass transfer inside the mat of the panels (Kavazovic et al., 

2003). Heat is transferred from the hot platens to the mat surfaces by conduction (Zombori 

et al., 2003; Kamke, 2004). Then, the moisture at the mat surface vaporizes and generates 

vapor pressure with increasing temperature. The vapor flows vertically and transfers the 

heat from the surface to the center of the mat. After the temperature of the mat center 

reaches the local boiling point of water (100°C), water vaporization accelerates and the 

increased pressure makes the vapor flow horizontally to the edges of the mat panels.   

Cai et al. (2009) reported that several parameters affect hot pressing, such as press 

temperature, mat moisture content, press-closing speed and resin characteristics. These 

parameters affect the rate and degree of adhesive cure, the density gradient, bond quality 

and, consequently, the physical and mechanical properties of the board. Additionally, these 

parameters influence energy consumption and manufacturing cost (Kamke and Casey, 

1988b). The moisture content of the mat plays an important role during the hot pressing 

stage. Mat moisture content is one of the most important factors that affect heat transfer in 

the mat, and the rate of heat penetration into the mat determines press time, which is 

critical for productivity (Cai et al., 2006). The rate of temperature increase has a significant 

effect on the rate of adhesive cure. This is a critical factor not only for total press time but 

also in the development of the vertical density gradient (Kelly, 1977). Dai and Wang 
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(2004) noted that the combination of high temperature, moisture content and time 

occasionally lead to excess gas pressure inside the mat and cause a blow upon press 

opening. Some studies have been conducted for preventing this blow during particleboard 

production (Korai et al., 2011; Korai and Saotome, 2013).  

Besides that, the furnish material, such as wood species and particle type, is known 

as a factor influencing board performance. Particle type also determines mat structure and 

the temperature behavior inside the mats during hot pressing. The porous structure of the 

mat panels is necessary to understand the heat and mass transfer inside the mat panels, as 

water vapor flows through the panels and influences the rate of vertical and horizontal 

mass transfer (Zombori et al., 2003; Kamke, 2004). 

Information about heat transfer mechanism is important to improving the 

understanding of the pressing process. Such understanding is necessary for optimization of 

existing production process and for the development of new techniques for wood-based 

panel production. Measuring the temperature changes in a mat during hot pressing is 

thought to facilitate examination of heat transfer inside mat. Hence, this information can 

contribute to the improvement of board quality and productivity. The aims of this study 

were to characterize the temperature behavior inside mat panels during hot pressing and to 

assess the effects of mat moisture content levels, furnish materials and press temperature 

on temperature behavior. The constant temperature in the centerline of the mat, known as 

the plateau, was used as an indicator. The plateau is found where the increasing 

temperature curve remains almost constant because of the latent heat of vaporization 

(Kamke, 2004)  
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4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Materials preparation 

Hinoki strands (HS) and recycled wood particles (RW) obtained from the wood industry 

were used as furnish for laboratory-scale particleboard production. Recycled wood 

particles were obtained by the ring-flaker process in a commercial mill, which is 

commonly used for the core layer. Figure 4.1 shows the two types of raw material used in 

this study. The dimensions (length, width, and thickness) of 300 randomly selected 

particles of two furnish were measured for determining its slenderness and aspect ratio. All 

furnish was conditioned to approximately 3% moisture content (MC) before blending. 

Urea formaldehyde (UF), melamine urea formaldehyde (MUF) and phenol formaldehyde 

(PF) resins were used as binders, with resin solid contents of 65%, 65% and 40%, 

respectively.  

 

4.2.2 Board manufacture 

To fabricate the particleboard, resin was applied at 9% based on particle weight in a 

rotating drum blender fitted with a pneumatic spray gun. The mat MC before pressing 

varied from 6 to 28%. Particle mats were created by hand-forming without orientation. The 

dimensions of the particleboard were 320 × 340 × 10 mm, and the target density of the 

pressed board was 0.76 g/cm3. The mats were hot pressed with a hot pressing machine 

(SQ-101, Meiki Co. Ltd.) at an initial pressure of 3 MPa until the core temperature reached 

the platen temperature. To examine the effect of mat MC and furnish type, HS and RW 

boards were manufactured with PF resin at a press temperature of 180°C. To evaluate the 

effect of press temperature, HS boards were fabricated with three types of resin and mat 
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MC in the range of 12 to 14%. Press temperatures of 160, 180, 200, and 220°C were 

applied. 

 

4.2.3 Mat temperature measurement 

Measurement of the change in mat temperature during hot pressing was conducted at the 

surface and the center of mat panels using a thermocouple sensor (Type T/copper-

constantan) and a data logger (midi Logger GL200A, Graphtec). Measurement started 

when the platen pressure reached the mat surface.  

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Effect of furnish type and mat MC on core temperature behavior 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the core temperature changes of the two furnish types with a mat MC 

of around 13%. The RW board showed the typical core temperature behavior change 

during hot pressing reported previously (Kamke and Casey, 1988b; Bolton et al., 1989; 

Garcia et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2006). The core temperature remained constant for about 60 

s after the platen reached the mat surface then increased rapidly to 105°C and was then 

constant for about 200 s, which was the plateau (Bolton et al., 1989). Then, at 300 s the 

core temperature started to increase towards the platen temperature. This core temperature 

behavior can be divided into three stages as follows: the first stage is when the core 

temperature increases rapidly because of convective heat flow; the second stage is when 

the temperature remains constant during vaporization; and the third stage is when the 

temperature increases again slowly due to conduction heat. We termed these three stages 

the convection, vaporization and conduction stages, respectively. 
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An identical core temperature trend was also seen for the HS boards. Although the 

three stages of temperature change were found in the HS board (Fig. 4.2), marked 

differences in plateau time and temperature was observed between the two furnish types. 

Miyamoto et al. (2002) reported that different particle size of hinoki strand had little effect 

on temperature behavior. However, it can be understood that two furnish types used in this 

study were obtained from different wood species and particle type. As the curves would 

reflect logical effect of mat conditions, we need to discuss the evaluation of temperature 

behavior quantitatively by introducing some time index. 

Figure 4.3 depicts the temperature change curve of RW board as the effect of mat 

moisture content. It can be seen that there is no difference in plateau temperature of the 

boards with mat MC of 13 and 19 %. The plateau temperature was about 105 °C. It implies 

that panel with initial MC of 13% to 19% has the same basic core temperature behavior. 

However, the panel with mat MC of 19% resulted in shorter time to reach 100°C and 

longer plateau than mat with MC of 13%. This is similar to the study of Hata et al. (1989) 

and Wu et al. (2006) who reported that mat moisture content affects the time of core 

temperature to reach 100°C. The higher the moisture content is, the shorter is the time 

necessary for the core mat to reach 100 °C, while the time to stay at constant temperature 

at about 100 °C is longer. The different phenomenon was found in the temperature change 

curve of RW-board with mat MC of 24%. The maximum core temperature of panel with 

mat MC of 24% was about 120 °C. It was also found that the temperature behavior of HS 

board at various mats MC is different to that of RW board. The declining temperature was 

occurred when the mat MC excess 15 %, while it happened in RW board with mat MC 

greater than 20 %. Besides that, the maximum core temperature for panels with initial MC 

of more than 14% was not so different. 
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4.3.2 Evaluation of the core temperature curve 

An illustration of the temperature behavior of the core and surface is provided in Fig. 4.4. 

As an example, an HS board was produced with a mat MC of 13%. We introduced time 

indices to quantitatively evaluate the characteristics of the core temperature curve. Six 

indexes from t1 to t6 (Table 4.1) were determined, and the time calculation was started at 

t0. Time indices t3 and t4 were determined by making a tangent to the plateau. Time index 

t3 was when the core temperature was 5% below the first intersection between the tangent 

and the core temperature curve. Time index t4 was when the core temperature was 3% 

higher than the last intersection between the tangent and the core temperature curve. 

Figure 4.4 indicates that there was little or no temperature rise during t0 to t1. Heat 

had not been transferred to the core during this period. Rapid convective heating of the 

core occurred at t1, and the rate of core temperature rise began to decrease at t3. The time 

from t3 to t4 is known as the plateau time, which exhibits little or no core temperature 

increase. The core temperature increased gradually from t4 to t6. The t2 index indicates the 

water boiling point, whereas t5 is an index of slope behavior. The period of t1–t3 

represents the first stage (convection), t3–t4 represents the second stage (vaporization), and 

t4–t6 represents the third stage (conduction). The concept for this classification is similar 

to those reported by Bolton et al. (1989) and Wu et al. (2006). 

 

4.3.3 Early stage of core temperature change 

Figure 4.5 shows the convection stage using the t1 and t2 indices. A higher mat MC 

resulted in a shorter t2 period. This finding was similar to the studies of Hata et al. (1989) 

and Wu et al. (2006). The t2 index contained two parts; the first is t1–t0, when the heat is 

transferred from the surface to the core by conduction, and the second is t2–t1, when the 
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heat convection increases the temperature of the mat core. The t2 seemed to be determined 

mainly by t2–t1. To clarify this phenomenon, t2–t1 will be discussed.  

Figure 4.5 shows the effect of mat MC on t2–t1, which indicates the rate of the 

initial core temperature increase. A higher mat MC resulted in a shorter t2–t1 period. 

During the period from t1 to t2, moisture changes to steam and moves from the mat 

surface to the core. A mat with a higher MC will generate more steam and so heat will be 

transferred by convection. Therefore, it resulted a shorter time from t1 to t2. Moreover, an 

HS board requires a longer t2–t1 time than does a RW board. This might be due to the 

permeability of the mat panels, as the hinoki strands are less permeable than are recycled 

wood particles. The hinoki strands are longer and thinner with slenderness and aspect ratio 

of 78.6 and 6.1, respectively, while recycled wood particles are shorter and thicker with 

slenderness and aspect ratio of 16.9 and 6.5, respectively. This inhibits heat transfer from 

the surface to the core and from the center to the edges. This is the first discussion of this 

phenomenon using experimental data; however, the definition was first reported by Bolton 

et al. (1989).  

 

4.3.4 Plateau time and temperature 

The plateau time is defined as the period in which the temperature remains constant due to 

the vaporization process. Figure 4.6 shows that the plateau time of RW board with a mat 

MC of 15% was about 200 s, compared to about 400 s at a mat MC of 25%. The plateau 

time increased linearly with increasing mat MC for the RW board. The increased plateau 

time was due to the amount of water. Mats with higher MC need more energy to vaporize 

water. Consequently, when the same amount of heat was supplied to the mats, a mat with a 

higher MC required a longer vaporization stage. The plateau time for HS board also 

increased, but in a non-linear manner, whereas at a mat MC of 10% the plateau time was 
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about 300 s compared to about 800 s at a mat MC of 20%. Different resin type might have 

effect on plateau time. As can be seen in Fig 4.6, its effect was not significant and can be 

neglected. A marked difference between RW and HS board was observed due to the 

different particle geometry. At a mat MC level of 13%, the plateau time of RW board was 

about 200 s, whereas it was 400 s for the HS board. Because the RW-type particles are 

shorter and thicker than those of the HS type, it caused more porous structure of the mat. 

The porosity is related to water vapor permeability, and the greater the permeability, the 

more easily the water vapor escapes from the mat. This finding is supported by several 

studies focusing on mat permeability (Kamke and Casey, 1988b; Zombori et al., 2003; 

Kamke, 2004; Dai et al., 2004).  

Maku et al. (1959) also found that the temperature behavior is strongly influenced 

by the initial moisture distribution, therefore higher moisture content in surface layer will 

reduce the plateau time and consequently the total pressing time. Beside this phenomenon, 

high moisture content usually causes the blow or blister in the center of mat panels when 

the press is opened. Mat moisture content below 20 % is considered to be agreeable for 

particleboard production. Heebink et al. (1972) reported that the optimum mat moisture 

content is 10 - 12 % for mats with uniform distributions. Lower moisture content required 

higher pressure to consolidate the mats, while higher moisture contents necessitated longer 

press cycle to allow sufficient moisture to escape. Low moisture content will not produce a 

plateau (Kamke, 2004) and obeys principally the heat conduction law (Hata et al. 1989). 

Figure 4.7 summarizes the effect of mat MC on plateau temperature. A plateau 

temperature of around 105°C was evident in the RW board with a mat MC of 12–20 %; 

the temperature increased at a mat MC > 20 %. No significant increase in plateau time was 

observed for the HS board with a mat MC of 7–20 %, for which plateau temperature was 

around 140–145°C. At the same mat MC, the HS board exhibited a plateau temperature 
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about 40°C higher than that of the RW board. This may have been due to the different 

particle geometry and porous structure of the mats, which influenced their permeability 

and vapor pressure.  

According to the Antoine equation (Sanjari, 2013), the corresponding absolute 

vapor pressure of RW board was about 120 kPa, compared to about 370 kPa for the HS 

board. This suggests that the less permeable mat of the HS board inhibited water 

vaporization and produced a higher vapor pressure, which caused a higher plateau 

temperature. Plateau temperature has close relation to bonding of core layer. High plateau 

temperature accelerates resin curing and plasticization of wood in core layer, then 

increases internal bond quality. Moreover, high plateau temperature shortens the total press 

time which promotes productivity.  

 

4.3.5 Core temperature change after the plateau time 

Figure 4.8 provides the effect of mat MC on t5–t4. The t5–t4 period is an index for the 

conduction stage after the plateau. A higher mat MC generally resulted in a shorter t5–t4 

period. At a high mat MC, the core temperature at t4 increased. In terms of furnish type, 

the RW board required a longer t5–t4 with a mat MC > 20% than did the HS board. 

Determining the rate of the core temperature increase from t4 to t5 is also important for 

clarifying the rate of temperature change during this stage. As the plateau temperatures of 

the mat panels differed, the rate of temperature increase might be different due to the 

furnish type or mat MC. The rate of temperature increase was determined by dividing the 

temperature increase from t4 to t5 by that during the period from t4 to t5, which depended 

on the thermal conductivity. The rate of temperature increase was 0.04–0.1°C/s for the HS 

board and 0.12–0.17°C/s for the RW board (Fig. 4.9). Mat MC did not markedly affect the 

rate of heat velocity from t4 to t5, but furnish type did. This suggests that the core 
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temperature of the RW board changed to a greater degree than did that of the HS board 

during the same time period. This was because the plateau temperature of the RW board 

was lower than that of the HS board. 

 

4.3.6 Effect of press temperature on core temperature behavior 

Figure 4.10 illustrates the core temperature change curve as influenced by press 

temperature of HS board with mat MC around 13-15 %. It shows the different constant 

temperature during vaporization stage and pressing time, where higher press temperature 

resulted in higher plateau temperature, longer vaporization stage and longer pressing time. 

Figure 4.11 shows obviously that the press temperature influenced plateau temperature. 

The plateau temperature increased linearly with increasing press temperature. An increase 

in press temperature from 160 to 220°C caused the plateau temperature to increase by 

approximately 10°C, regardless of the adhesive applied to the mats. Large temperature 

gradations can accelerate the rate of heat transfer (Wu et al., 2006) and the rate of 

temperature increase is greater with higher platen temperatures (Kamke and Casey, 1988b; 

Kamke, 2004). This decreased the duration of the period of constant temperature in the 

mat centerline and, consequently, the time required for the core temperature to reach the 

platen temperature was shorter. 

The plateau time decreased with an increase in press temperature (Fig. 4.12). It is 

thought that the vaporization process in the mat centerline accelerates at higher pressing 

temperatures. A high press temperature results in vaporization of a greater quantity of 

moisture. A shorter plateau time is apparently required for efficient particleboard 

manufacture. This is related to the total pressing time needed to attain end products of the 

required quality and the energy consumed during the hot pressing process. This is also 

related to resin curing; the higher the press temperature, the sooner the core reaches the 
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resin curing temperature (Wu et al., 2006). Moreover, the UF resin generally caused a 

longer plateau time than did the other adhesives. This might be due to the instability of the 

methylene bond between urea and formaldehyde, which caused release of formaldehyde 

gas during the vaporization stage.  

 

4.4 Conclusions 

This chapter focused on the heat transfer involved in hot pressing. The effects of 

manufacturing conditions such as mat MC, furnish type and press temperature were 

investigated to evaluate the temperature behavior inside the mat of wood-based panels 

during hot pressing. The core temperature-time curve was evaluated using time indexes, 

and classified into the convection, vaporization, and conduction stages.  

The results indicated that manufacturing conditions affected the temperature 

behavior inside the mat. It can be summarized as follows: 

1. Plateau time increased with increasing mat MC and utilization of thinner and 

longer particles such as hinoki strands. However, press temperature showed the 

converse result; i.e., plateau time decreased with increasing press temperature.  

2. Use of the HS board resulted in a higher plateau temperature than did the RW 

board.  

3. The higher mat MC and press temperatures resulted in a higher plateau temperature.  

4. Furnish type also affected heat conductivity in the mat center after the plateau.  
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Table 4.1 Time index for evaluation of the core temperature-time curve 

Name Note 
t0 when the platen reaches the mat surface 
t1 core temperature starts to  increase 
t2 core temperature reaches 100°C 
t3 core temperature levels off (plateau start) 
t4 constant temperature finishes (plateau finish) 
t5 core temperature reaches 60% from t4 to t6 
t6 core temperature reaches the platen temperature 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1   Raw materials used in this study. HS: hinoki strands, RW: recycled wood 

particles. 
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Fig. 4.2   The core temperature change curve as influenced by furnish type 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 The core temperature change curve as influenced by mat moisture content (MMC). 
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Fig. 4.4  Illustration of the core temperature-time curve. t1 to t6: refer Table 4.1 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 Effect of mat moisture content (MC) on the time required to reach 100°C from the 

start of the core temperature increase (t2-t1). t1, t2: refer Table 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.6   Effect of mat moisture content (MC) on plateau time. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.7   Effect of mat moisture content (MC) on plateau temperature. 
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Fig. 4.8  Effect of mat moisture content (MC) on the time from the constant temperature 

finish to 60% before reaching the press temperature (t5–t4). t4, t5: refer Table 4.1. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.9 Effect of mat moisture content (MC) on the temperature increase rate from t4 to t5. 

t4, t5: refer Table 4.1. 
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Fig 4.10 The core temperature change curve as influenced by press temperature. Hinoki 

strand was used. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.11   Effect of press temperature on plateau temperature. Hinoki strand was used. 

Error bars indicate standard deviations. 
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Fig. 4.12  Effect of press temperature on plateau time. Hinoki strand was used. 
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CHAPTER 5 

TEMPERATURE AND VAPOR PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP DURING 

MAT-FORMED PANEL HOT PRESSING 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In panel production, the phenomena of heat and mass transfer during hot pressing are 

complicated. During these processes, a number of factors are involved including not only 

the raw material itself but also the operating conditions. Hot pressing provides thermal 

energy and the mechanical force of compression to consolidate the mat (Kamke, 2004). 

Temperature and gas pressure affect the hot pressing process and the wood-based panel 

properties (Steffen et al. 1999). Internal gas pressure develops in the mat during hot 

pressing due to the compaction of air and vaporization of water and volatile compounds 

from the wood particles and adhesive. Therefore, the gas is regarded as a vapor 

(Maloney, 1993). The level of gas pressure affects heat convection into the mat and 

transient temperature inside the mat (Meyer and Thoemen, 2007).  

To understand the physical phenomena inside the mat during hot pressing, it is 

important to know the interaction between temperature and vapor pressure. The 

interaction between temperature and vapor pressure can be investigated directly during 

the wood-based panel hot pressing process. Several studies have used thermocouples 

connected to a data logger and small stainless steel tubes connected to pressure 

transducers to measure the transient temperature and gas pressure inside the mat panels 

(Kamke and Casey, 1988b; Steffen et al., 1999; Garcia et al., 2001; Pichelin et al., 2001). 

A system called PressMAN was developed by the Alberta Research Council, Canada, to 
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monitor both temperature and gas pressure in laboratory- and industrial-scale panel 

production (Dai and Wang, 2004; Meyer and Thoemen, 2007).  

This study involved direct measurement of both temperature and vapor pressure 

change using a press monitoring device. There are some additional furnish 

characteristics that critically influence the manufacturing process; i.e., permeability to 

fluids, thermal conductivity, hygroscopicity, and furnish compressibility and softening 

(Humphrey, 1991). However, those characteristics depend on raw material density, 

moisture content and environmental conditions. Mat permeability, which depends on 

furnish type, has an important impact on temperature and heat conductivity. Furthermore, 

as heat is transferred by conduction and convection, the structure of the mat is important. 

Furnish type is not the only variable affecting the porous structure of the mat; density 

also plays an important role. Furnish type and density affect mat permeability and, 

consequently, the rate of heat and mass transfer, i.e., heat transfer from the mat surface 

to the center and vapor escaping from the center of the mat to the edges. In this chapter, 

the study was designed to examine the effect of furnish type and density on the 

relationship of temperature and vapor pressure behaviors inside the mat of wood-based 

panels during pressing. Mechanical properties of manufactured panels were also 

investigated to confirm the effects of those behaviors on panel performance. 

 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Furnish preparation and panel manufacture 

Two furnish types, hinoki strand (HS) and recycled wood (RW) particles, were used for 

experimental panels (Fig. 5.1). The particle-size distribution was determined using a 

sieve shaker, with particles allocated to six different size classes (Table 5.1). The 

dimensions (length, width, and thickness) of 300 randomly selected particles of two 
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furnish were measured for determining its slenderness and aspect ratio. Bulk density of 

each furnish was also determined. The moisture content (MC) of the particles was about 

8% and the target mat MC was 15%. Urea formaldehyde resin, with a solid content of 

65.4% (Oshika Co., Ltd.), was used as an adhesive at 9% based on oven-dried particle 

weight and a 10% aqueous ammonium chloride solution was used as a hardener at 11% 

based on the adhesive weight. The target densities of the board were 0.54, 0.61, 0.68, 

0.75, and 0.82 g/cm³, and the board size was 320 × 340 × 10 mm³.  A distance bar with 

10 mm in thickness was used to maintain the thickness of the mats. For each furnish and 

density, three panels were fabricated, while the Mixed boards (50% HS and 50% RW) 

were made only for density of 0.75 g/cm³. Pressing was applied with a hot pressing 

machine (SQ-101, Meiki Co. Ltd.) at an initial pressure of 3 MPa until the core 

temperature reached the press temperature of 180 °C.  

 

5.2.2 Measurement of transient temperature and vapor pressure 

A press monitoring system (PressMAN™ Lite, Alberta Research Council) was used to 

monitor the temperature and vapor pressure change during hot pressing. A 

temperature/pressure probe was inserted into the center of the mat (Fig. 5.2). The 

behaviors of temperature and vapor pressure were characterized in a curve. The period at 

which a constant temperature occurred at the centerline of the mat, called the plateau 

time, and the constant temperature achieved, called the plateau temperature, were 

indicators of temperature behavior inside the mat. The plateau temperature was the 

highest core temperature during the vaporization stage. Maximum vapor pressure (Vp) 

and vapor pressure band (Vp-band) were used to characterize vapor pressure (See Fig. 

5.6). Vp is the pressure above atmospheric pressure in kilopascal (kPa) and Vp-band is 
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taken from the vapor pressure–time curve at Vk and is measured in seconds; Vk is 

calculated as follows: 

 

The manufactured panels were conditioned at 20 °C and 65% relative humidity for 2 

weeks. The internal bonding (IB) strength of the panels was determined according to JIS 

A 5908 (JIS, 2003). 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Particle classification 

Screen analysis was conducted to characterize the shape of particles, as previously 

performed in chapter 3. Table 5.1 shows the mean weight percentage of each particle 

size. For HS-type panels, 87.0% of the fraction was collected on the 5-mesh sieve, which 

had an opening of 4.0 mm. RW-type particles were mainly distributed in three fractions: 

35.5% in the 5(+) sieve, 37.2% in the 10(+) sieve, and 23.4% in the 20(+) sieve. The 

characteristic of these raw materials was also described in the previous chapter. HS are 

longer and thinner, while RW are shorter and thicker with slenderness and aspect ratio of 78.6 

and 6.1, and 16.9 and 6.5, respectively. The bulk density was 0.06 and 0.10 g/cm³ for HS and 

RW, respectively. 

 

5.3.2 Effect of furnish and mat density on core temperature–time and vapor pressure–

time curves 

 
The effect of furnish type on temperature behavior during hot pressing was reported in 

chapter 4. Different furnish types resulted in different plateau times and temperatures 

during the vaporization stage, mainly due to mat permeability. In this chapter, it was 
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observed an obvious effect of vapor pressure on core temperature during the 

vaporization stage. Figure 5.3 depicts the vapor pressure of different furnish types during 

pressing. It shows that the vapor pressure of HS-board started to increase at about 50 s 

and attained a maximum value of 265 kPa at 245 s. The vapor pressure decreased rapidly 

up to press time at about 500 s and then gradually up to 1000 s. The same vapor pressure 

trend occurred for the Mixed- and RW-boards, but the maximum vapor pressure was 

about 190 kPa at 200 s and 140 kPa at 175 s, respectively. The vapor in low permeable 

HS-board was more difficult to release to the edge of the mat panels. This resulted in 

high vapor pressure and required more time to release all water vapor generated during 

hot pressing. 

Figure 5.4 depicts the temperature behavior of the HS and RW board at different 

densities. For HS board with a mat density of 0.54 g/cm³, the core temperature started to 

increase at about 20 s, with a very rapid increase up to 100°C. Thereafter, it stayed at 

constant temperature at 105°C for about 100 s during the vaporization stage, and then 

increased again to reach the platen temperature for about 700 s. The same trend of the 

core temperature curve could be seen for the other mat densities, with different 

characteristics based on a time index. Densities of 0.54 and 0.61 g/cm³ were associated 

with typical temperature behavior, whereas at higher densities (greater than 0.68 g/cm³), 

the core temperature decreased at the end of the vaporization stage and then increased 

again to reach the platen temperature. These results indicated that different densities 

have different plateau temperatures. The plateau temperatures were about 105, 115, 130, 

145, and 155°C for densities of 0.54, 0.61, 0.68, 0.75, and 0.82 g/cm³, respectively. The 

lower the density was, the shorter the vaporization stage and the time required to reach 

the platen temperature were. Based on the empirical regression line between density and 

plateau temperature, it shows that plateau temperature of HS board increased 18°C with 
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each increase in density of 0.1 g/cm³. HS board had a higher plateau temperature than 

did Mixed and RW boards. The average plateau temperature of 0.75 g/cm³-board was 

about 145, 135, and 130°C for HS, Mixed, and RW boards, respectively.  

Figure 5.5a provides the vapor pressure of HS board at different densities. The 

vapor pressure of 0.82 g/cm³-board started to increase at 90 s and reached the maximum 

value of 320 kPa at 305 s. Vapor pressure then decreased rapidly to 100 kPa at 600 s and 

then gradually to 1000 s. The maximum vapor pressures were about 11, 45, 125, 270, 

and 320 kPa for densities of 0.54, 0.61, 0.68, 0.75, and 0.82 g/cm³, respectively. This 

was because higher density mats had lower permeability, and convection was reduced as 

a result of mat compaction which limited the release of vapor pressure. The vapor 

pressure curve of RW board (Fig. 5.5b) was almost the same as that of H -board, but its 

maximum vapor pressure was less than that of the HS board at the same density. The 

maximum vapor pressures of RW board were about 4, 20, 40, 150, and 220 kPa for 

densities of 0.54, 0.61, 0.68, 0.75, and 0.82 g/cm³, respectively. The Vp band, based on 

Eq. 5.1, also increased with increasing density. HS-board had a longer Vp-band than did 

RW-board. For HS-board, the Vp-bands were about 181, 191, 263, and 373 s for 

densities of 0.61, 0.68, 0.75, and 0.82 g/cm³, respectively. For RW-board, the Vp-bands 

were about 161, 179, 236, and 281 s for densities of 0.61, 0.68, 0.75, and 0.82 g/cm³, 

respectively. Low-permeable HS board caused high vapor pressure, which contributed to 

the higher core temperature. The varying vapor generated inside the mat caused varying 

plateau times and temperatures. These results were consistent with results reported by 

Garcia et al. (2001), who stated that density has a positive effect on thermal conduction 

and a negative effect on lateral and transverse permeability and transverse thermal 

convection. 
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5.3.3 Relationship between core temperature and vapor pressure behavior 

Figure 5.6 shows a representative relationship between the temperature and vapor 

pressure curves in the core of the mat during hot pressing. It appears that the vapor 

pressure started to increase after the core temperature reached approximately 60°C at 65 

s and attained the maximum value of 66.5 kPa when the core temperature was 116°C at 

255 s. The rapid increase in vapor pressure followed the increasing core temperature as 

the heat was transferred by convection. The vapor pressure band was also found to 

corresponded to plateau time. The Vp-band was 350 s at 33.25 kPa, and plateau time was 

300 s. The correspondence between the Vp-band and plateau time was apparent if there 

was no drop in core temperature during the vaporization stage. At the end of the 

vaporization stage, the vapor pressure decreased rapidly, and the temperature started to 

increase slowly. These results indicate that the mat panels almost achieved final 

thickness from mat consolidation. Therefore, the heat was transferred only by conduction.  

Although some studies have mentioned the relationship between temperature and 

gas pressure, the present study described their quantitative relationship. The level of 

vapor pressure also had a strong relationship with plateau temperature (Fig. 5.7). This 

relationship implies that the plateau temperature is strongly affected by the maximum 

vapor pressure. In this study, higher plateau temperature resulted in higher vapor 

pressure, which was described according to a regression equation with a correlation 

coefficient of 0.98 regardless of furnish type. According to theory, vapor pressure is a 

function of temperature and could be determined using a theoretical correlation such as 

the Antoine equation (Sanjari, 2013). The empirical correlation line between vapor 

pressure and plateau temperature in this study corresponded to the theoretical correlation 

line based upon the Antoine equation (Fig. 5.7). Moreover, this finding is supported by 

Garcia et al. (2001), who reported, based on flake alignment, that lower plateau 
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temperature is related to lower gas pressure, whereas higher gas pressure results in a 

higher plateau temperature. However, it should be noted that high vapor pressure 

resulted from higher mat density due to mat permeability, which caused the vapor to be 

entrapped inside the mat.   

The Vp-band increased with increasing plateau time (Fig. 5.8). The relationship 

could be expressed by a linear regression line with a correlation coefficient of 0.81, 

regardless of furnish types. This implies that the Vp-band could be predicted from 

plateau time. The relationship between plateau time and the Vp-band could also be 

considered. At 0.6–0.7 g/cm³ density, the period of the Vp-band was similar to that of 

plateau time. At low density, the core temperature did not produce plateau. Therefore, 

plateau time could not be determined. In contrast, at high density, plateau time was 

difficult to determine due to the depression of the core temperature curve, which was 

attributed to moisture vaporization. 

 

5.3.4 Effect on IB strength 

In panel production, measuring the IB strength is important because it indicates the 

strength of the bonds between particles and also the adequacy of the blending and 

pressing processes (Shmulsky and Jones, 2011). It is already known that density has a 

significant effect on bonding strength of wood-based panels. Results from this study 

were consistent with reports that higher density resulted in a higher IB strength (Halligan 

and Schniewind, 1974; Wong et al., 1998; Jin et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010). The IB 

strength of RW board was higher than that of HS board at the same density level. This 

might be because the RW particles were shorter and thicker than the HS particles, 

promoting improved inter-particle bonding, which implies that furnish type had a greater 

effect than mat density had on IB strength. The core density of the panel can explain this 
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phenomenon. Based on the vertical density profile, at target board density of 0.75 g/cm³, 

the actual board densities were 0.75, 0.73 and 0.74 g/cm³ with the core densities of 0.69, 

0.70 and 0.71 g/cm³ for H, RW and Mixed boards, respectively. The IB strength 

increased linearly with increasing plateau temperature. At the same plateau temperature, 

RW board had almost twice the IB strength of HS board. This indicates that furnish type 

had a greater effect than plateau temperature on IB strength. As previously mentioned, a 

higher plateau temperature resulted from higher mat density. This supports the assertion 

that mat density affects IB strength (Kelly, 1977). If the mat density is higher, the 

plateau temperature would be higher, and, thus, the IB strength would be greater. 

Figure 5.9 shows the IB strength of manufactured panels as a function pressure, 

with higher vapor pressure resulting in greater IB strength. This may be due to the effect 

of mat density, as shown in Fig. 5.5. However, the relationship between vapor pressure 

and IB strength was not linear. Very high vapor pressure inside the mat could decrease 

IB strength. If the vapor pressure is higher than IB strength, it may promote a blow or 

blister after the press opens during panel manufacturing (Maloney, 1993) and even the 

resin in the center has properly cured, it can delaminates the board center (Lehmann et 

al., 1973). This may occur on panels with high mat MC. In the present study, no blow or 

blister was observed. 

It is well known that density affects IB strength. Quantitative evaluation is 

needed for the next study concerning on how plateau temperature and vapor pressure 

affect IB, as both are affected by density. Density had a linear relationship with plateau 

temperature and IB, and plateau temperature had a linear relationship with IB and a non-

linear relationship with vapor pressure. A non-linear relationship was also found for 

vapor pressure with plateau temperature and IB. This implies that vapor pressure 
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influenced inter-particle bonding within the mat. To optimize final board performance, 

the effect of vapor pressure must be minimized during panel production.  

 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, heat and mass transfer inside the mat-formed panel during hot pressing 

were investigated in relation to some manufacturing parameters. Wood-based panels of 

different furnish types and densities were produced, and we studied their temperature 

and vapor pressure behaviors during hot pressing. Their effects on panel properties were 

also investigated. The results of this study can be summarized as follows:  

1. It was found that furnish type affected temperature and vapor pressure behaviors. The 

flatter, longer and thinner raw material of hinoki strand resulted in a longer plateau 

time, a higher plateau temperature, a higher vapor pressure, and a higher maximum 

core temperature during hot pressing than those of ring-flaker recycled wood particles. 

The mixed mat panels resulted in different temperature and vapor pressure behaviors 

characteristics than those of the other two furnish types.  

2. Density strongly affected vapor pressure. Higher mat density resulted in higher vapor 

pressure. The maximum vapor pressure increased from 11 to 320 kPa for density from 

0.54 to 0.82 g/cm³ for the HS-board. 

3. This study also showed that both the temperature and vapor pressure strongly 

influence each other. The Vp-band had a linear relationship with plateau time 

regardless of furnish type. The maximum plateau temperature was strongly affected 

by maximum vapor pressure. A higher plateau temperature resulted in higher vapor 

pressure, which was expressed by a quadratic equation and was in accordance with a 

theoretical correlation line based upon the Antoine equation.  
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4. Higher vapor pressure resulted in higher IB strength. A non-linear relationship was 

found between vapor pressure and IB, whereas the relationship between plateau 

temperature and IB was linear. 
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Table 5.1 Particle size distribution based on weight percentage (%) 

Furnish type 
Mesh sizea and sieve opening (mm) 

5(+) 
4.0 

10(+) 
2.0 

20(+) 
0.85 

30(+) 
0.60 

40(+) 
0.425 

40(-) 
0.425 

HS 87.0 8.0 4.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 
RW 35.5 37.2 23.4 1.4 1.5 1.0 

 

Each mean represents n = 3 sample bags with each bag containing 50 g of furnish type sample. 

a Mesh size opening: (+) particles retained on the sieve; (-) particles passed through the sieve. 

HS: hinoki strand, RW: recycled-wood particles 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Furnish types used in the study. HS: hinoki strand, RW: recycled-wood 

particles 

 

  

Fig. 5.2   PressMAN Lite sensor device and its application. 
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Fig. 5.3 Representative vapor pressure-time curves of different furnish types at density of 

0.75 g/cm³. HS: hinoki strand, RW: recycled-wood particles. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.4 Temperature-time curves of HS board (a) and RW board (b) with various densities 

from 0.54 to 0.82 g/cm³ 
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Fig. 5.5 Vapor pressure-time curves of HS board (a) and RW board (b) with various 

densities from 0.54 to 0.82 g/cm³ 

 

  

Fig. 5.6 Temperature-time and vapor pressure-time curves in the center of the mat during 

hot pressing.  
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Fig. 5.7  Relationship between maximum vapor pressure and plateau temperature. Dash 

line indicates empirical line, thick dash line indicates Antoine correlation line. HS: hinoki 

strand, RW: recycled-wood particle 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.8 Relationship between vapor pressure band and plateau time. Thick line indicates 

empirical regression line. HS: hinoki strand, RW: recycled-wood particle 
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Fig. 5.9 Effect of plateau temperature (a) and vapor pressure (b) on IB strength. HS: hinoki 

strand, RW: recycled-wood particle 
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CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

This chapter summarizes the conclusions from each of experimental works.  The first work 

studied the furnish characteristics from mill residues which contain high-density raw 

material and various particle geometries for mat-formed panels manufacture and its effect 

on the properties. Experimental particleboard was produced using all possible raw 

materials. It was revealed that the use of all residues from the furniture industry in this 

study resulted in panel properties that met JIS requirements. Furnish type has strong 

influence on panel properties, where a higher density raw material has a lower strength 

than the panel made from a lower density has. Knife-milled particle resulted in the best 

panel performance followed by hammer-milled and planer shavings particles, respectively. 

The study also showed that matoa particleboard has suitable properties for use in interior 

applications, although its properties were considered inferior compared with the others. 

The improvement of matoa particleboard could be achieved by mixing with higher quality 

wood particles such as sugi or Douglas-fir particles and by using MDI resin. 

After understanding the effect of furnish characteristic on panel production, the second 

work investigated some manufacturing conditions on the physical phenomena during hot 

pressing process. The effects of manufacturing conditions such as furnish type, mat MC 

and press temperature were investigated to evaluate the temperature behavior inside the 

mat of mat-formed panels. The results indicated that manufacturing conditions affected the 

measured variables. Plateau time increased with increasing mat MC and utilization of 

thinner and longer particles such as hinoki strands. However, plateau time decreased with 

increasing press temperature. The higher mat MC and press temperatures resulted in a 

higher plateau temperature. The use of the hinoki strand resulted in a higher plateau 
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temperature than did the recycled-wood particles. Furnish type also affected heat 

conductivity in the mat center after the plateau. 

In the third study, the heat and mass transfer inside the mat-formed panel during hot 

pressing were investigated. The study focused on the relationship between temperature and 

vapor pressure behaviors during hot pressing process inside the mat-formed panels with 

different furnish types and densities. Their effects on panel properties were also 

investigated. It was found that the flatter, longer and thinner raw material of hinoki strand 

resulted in a longer plateau time, a higher plateau temperature, a higher vapor pressure, 

and a higher maximum core temperature than those of ring-flaker recycled wood particles. 

Density strongly affected both temperature and vapor pressure. A higher mat density 

resulted in a higher plateau temperature and vapor pressure. It was revealed that 

temperature and vapor pressure behaviors have a significant relationship. The Vp-band had 

a linear relationship with plateau time regardless of furnish type. A higher plateau 

temperature resulted in higher vapor pressure, which was expressed by a quadratic 

equation and was in accordance with a theoretical correlation line based upon the Antoine 

equation. Regarding the effects on panel properties, it showed that higher plateau 

temperature and vapor pressure resulted in higher IB strength. A non-linear relationship 

was found between vapor pressure and IB strength, whereas the relationship between 

plateau temperature and IB strength was linear 

It can be generally concluded that manufacturing parameters related to raw materials 

and pressing conditions have an obvious effects on the temperature and vapor pressure 

behaviors inside the mats during hot pressing and hence the properties of mat-formed 

panels. Raw materials that obtained from all mill residues and recycled-wood particles 

which contain high-density wood species or thicker and shorter particle can be utilize for 

panel manufacture with proper conditions. Mat MC, density and press temperature must be 
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considered to enhance the quality of the panels, since the quality is a resultant of heat and 

mass transfer, adhesive curing and mat consolidation during hot pressing.  

The thesis contributes to the wood science that furnish characteristics are important 

parameters in wood-based panels production. The study provides the direct measurement 

of temperature and vapor pressure during hot pressing of mat-formed panels and 

contributes to the understanding of what really happens during hot pressing. It is novel in 

characterizing the temperature and vapor pressure behaviors, their quantitative relationship 

and effects on panel properties. The results were significant in exhibiting the facts how 

manufacturing parameters affect the mat condition during hot pressing and can be 

considered for efficient panel manufacture. 
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SUMMARY 

 

There are three main manufacturing parameters in the production of mat-formed panels 

which have important influence on the product performance. Those are parameters related 

to raw materials, adhesive and manufacturing process. Recently, procuring raw materials is 

still a main problem in the production of wood-based panels in Japan, particularly 

particleboard. Since the decreasing of residues from plywood industry as raw material, 

wood waste from demolition source and furniture industry has become alternative 

resources to supply the demand of raw materials for wood-based panel production. 

However, their quality should be considered in order to achieve high quality performance 

of the final products. Furnish characteristics that affect the properties of mat-formed panels 

is the first experimental work in this study. In the mat-formed panel development, heat and 

mass transfer is one of the main issues. Since the final properties of the panel is achieved 

during hot pressing, this study also focused on the effect of manufacturing parameters on 

physical phenomena related to heat and mass transfer during hot pressing. 

This study aimed mainly to investigate the physical phenomena related to heat and 

mass transfer of mat-formed panels in order to know what really happens inside the mats 

during hot pressing. Determining the heat and mass transfer in a mat-formed panel during 

hot pressing, i.e. the temperature and vapor pressure changes, is thought to facilitate a 

better understanding on physical phenomena during pressing. Some manufacturing 

parameters such as furnish characteristics, mat moisture content (MC), resin type, mat 

density and press temperature were determined to confirm their effects on hot pressing 

behavior and thus panel properties. Besides that, the potential use of mill residues from 

wood industry or demolition source was also investigated. The residues consist of many 

type of wood waste related to wood species and its shape and size. Therefore, for use as 
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raw material to manufacture mat-formed panels, it is needed to investigate the 

characteristics of various raw materials on the properties of the products. 

In the first experimental work as explained in Chapter 3, one of hardwood mill 

residues, which was less used for panel production due to its high-density, was used for 

panel production. It had been conducted using matoa particles with various particles 

geometry. Other furnish from softwood species such as sugi, a typical domestic wood in 

Japan, and Douglas-fir, an imported wood from North America, with different particles 

shape and size were used for comparison. The effect of mixing several types of particles as 

raw material on board performance was also studied. The study showed that matoa 

particleboard had suitable properties for use in interior applications, although its properties 

were considered inferior compared with the other particleboards. Mixing with higher 

quality wood particles such as sugi or Douglas-fir particles and by using MDI resin could 

improve matoa particleboard. Particleboard made from knife-milled Douglas-fir particles 

was the best performer in terms of strength and linear expansion. For hammer-milled 

particles with the same particle size, sugi performed the best, followed by Douglas-fir and 

matoa. From the first work, it can be concluded that the furnish characteristics has 

important effect on final properties of mat-formed panels products. 

After understanding the potential uses of mill residues which contain of various 

particle characteristics, the next study in Chapter 4, the effects of manufacturing conditions 

including furnish type, mat MC and press temperature were investigated to evaluate the 

temperature behavior inside the mat-formed panels during hot pressing. This study used 

two different furnish; strands from hinoki (HS) and ring-flaker recycled-wood particles 

(RW) which were obtained from demolition source. The transient temperature in the core 

and surface of the mat-formed panels was monitored using thermocouples connected to a 

data logger. The temperature-time curve was characterized using time indexes, and the 
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temperature behavior was classified into the convection, vaporization, and conduction 

stages. The results indicated that manufacturing conditions affected the measured variables. 

Plateau time increased with increasing mat MC and utilization of thinner and longer 

particles such as hinoki strands, while plateau time decreased with increasing press 

temperature. Use of the HS board resulted in a higher plateau temperature than that of the 

RW board. The higher mat MC and press temperatures resulted in a higher plateau 

temperature. Furnish type also affected heat conductivity in the mat center after the plateau. 

Based on the findings of the study in chapter 4, the temperature behavior of mat-formed 

panel during hot pressing was mainly influenced by convective heat transfer. The 

permeability of the mats and the moving of water vapor are two important factors to affect 

the temperature behavior. Investigating the vapor pressure and its relationship with 

temperature behavior has become important and conducted for the next chapter.  

In Chapter 5, heat and mass transfer inside the mat-formed panel during hot 

pressing were investigated in relation to some manufacturing parameters. The study 

focused on the relationship between temperature and vapor pressure behaviors. Wood-

based panels of different furnish types and densities were produced, and studied their 

temperature and vapor pressure behaviors during hot pressing. Their effects on panel 

properties were also investigated. The study used two furnish type as same as used in the 

previous chapter. A press monitoring system called PressMAN Lite (Alberta Research 

Council, Canada) was used to sense the transient temperature and vapor pressure in the 

center of the mats. The monitoring of temperature and vapor pressure was conducted at the 

center of the mat-formed panel. The study showed the effect of furnish type on 

temperature and vapor pressure behaviors. The flatter, longer and thinner raw material of 

HS resulted in a longer plateau time, a higher plateau temperature, a higher vapor pressure, 

and a higher maximum core temperature during hot pressing than those of RW particles. 
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The Mixed board resulted in different temperature and vapor pressure behaviors than those 

of the other two furnish types. Density strongly affected vapor pressure. Higher mat 

density resulted in higher vapor pressure. Concerning the relationship between temperature 

and vapor pressure behaviors, this study showed that both the temperature and vapor 

pressure strongly influence each other. For quantitative evaluation in the curve, vapor 

pressure band, which was the time maintain a half of maximum vapor pressure, was 

defined. The vapor pressure band had a linear relationship with plateau time regardless of 

furnish type. The maximum plateau temperature was strongly affected by maximum vapor 

pressure. A higher plateau temperature resulted in higher vapor pressure, which was 

expressed by a quadratic equation and was in accordance with a theoretical correlation line 

based upon the Antoine equation. In terms of the effects on panel properties, it showed that 

higher vapor pressure resulted in higher IB strength. A non-linear relationship was found 

between vapor pressure and IB, whereas the relationship between plateau temperature and 

IB was linear. 

Generally, the results of this study can be a consideration to produce high quality 

wood-based panels with efficient process. Raw materials that obtained from all mill 

residues and recycled-wood particles which contain high-density wood species or thicker 

and shorter particle geometry can be utilize for panel manufacture with proper conditions. 

Some manufacturing parameters such as mat MC, target density and press temperature 

must be considered to enhance the quality of the panels, since the quality is a resultant of 

heat and mass transfer, adhesive curing and mat consolidation during hot pressing process. 
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